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Abstract
The regular spaces which may be realized as the set of maximal elements in an !-continuous
dcpo are the Polish spaces. In addition, we give a new and conceptually simple model for
complete metric spaces. These results enable us to prove that the probabilistic powerdomain of
a countably based model of a metric space always contains a copy of the normalized Borel
measures in their weak topology, and to establish the hierarchy for countably based models.
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1. Introduction
At the Dagstuhl seminar on Domain Theory and its Applications in May of 1998,
Abbas Edalat, during an after hours question session, walked to the chalkboard and
posed the following problem: Find a domain theoretic model for analytic spaces and
continuous maps.
At the time, there was a good reason to believe that this was possible: Jimmie
Lawson had shown that a space was Polish i9 it could be represented as the maximal
elements of an !-continuous dcpo whose relative Scott and Lawson topologies agreed
at the top. Surely, the class of all countably based domains had to be capable of
representing more metric spaces than just the Polish ones.
In addition, without the aid of Lawson’s condition, an admittedly clever trick that
transformed a question about the expressivity of domains into a classical topology
problem, how would one ever establish any nontrivial theorems about the maximal
elements of a countably based domain in general?
But then came the sensation of hope: The rationals are analytic. It was always the
sincere belief of the author that the rationals could never be modelled. The reason
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was simple: They are an awful space and should be excluded from domain theory in
accordance with aesthetical law. At that moment, it was decided that any separable




A poset is a partially ordered set [1].
Denition 2.1. Let (P;) be a partially ordered set. A nonempty subset S ⊆P is
directed if (∀x; y ∈ S)(∃z ∈ S) x; y z. The supremum of a subset S ⊆P is the
least of all its upper bounds provided it exists. This is written
⊔
S. A dcpo is a poset
in which every directed subset has a supremum.
Denition 2.2. For a subset X of a dcpo D, set
↑ X := {y ∈ D: (∃x ∈ X )x  y} & ↓ X := {y ∈ D: (∃x ∈ X )y  x}:
We write ↑ x= ↑ {x} and ↓ x= ↓ {x} for elements x∈X . The set of maximal elements
in a dcpo D is max(D)= {x ∈ D : ↑ x= {x}}:
By the Hausdor9 maximality principle, every dcpo has at least one maximal element.
Denition 2.3. In a dcpo (D;); a
 x i9 for all directed subsets S ⊆D; x⊔ S⇒
(∃s∈ S) a s: We set ↓↓ x= {a∈D: a
 x}. An element x∈D is compact if x
 x.
The set of compact elements in D is written K(D):
Denition 2.4. A subset B of a dcpo D is a basis for D if B∩↓↓ x contains a directed
subset with supremum x, for each x∈D.
Denition 2.5. A dcpo D is continuous if it has a basis. A domain is a continuous
dcpo.
Denition 2.6. A dcpo is algebraic if its compact elements form a basis. A dcpo
is !-continuous if it has a countable basis.
Denition 2.7. A Scott domain is a continuous dcpo with least element ⊥ in which
each pair of elements bounded from above has a supremum.
The order-theoretic structure of a domain allows for the derivation of several intrin-
sically deGned topologies. The topology of interest in the study of models is the Scott
topology.
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Denition 2.8. A subset U of a dcpo D is Scott open if
(i) U is an upper set: x∈U & xy⇒y∈U , and
(ii) U is inaccessible by directed suprema: For every directed S ⊆D,⊔
S ∈ U ⇒ S ∩ U = ∅:
The collection of all Scott open sets on D is called the Scott topology. It is denoted
D.
A basis for the Scott topology on a domain is the collection {↑↑ x: x∈D}, where
↑↑ x= {y∈D: x
y}. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all topological statements
about dcpo’s are made with respect to the Scott topology.
Proposition 2.9. A function f :D→E between dcpo’s is continuous i7
(i) f is monotone: xy⇒f(x)f(y):






We will need the next result in our construction of a model for complete metric
spaces. The set [0;∞)∗ denotes the domain of nonnegative reals in their opposite
order.
Theorem 2.10 (Martin [11]). Let  :P→ [0;∞)∗ be a map on a poset P which is
strictly monotone: xy & x =y⇒ x¿y. If every increasing sequence in P has a
supremum preserved by , then
(i) P is a dcpo,
(ii)  is Scott continuous as a map between dcpo’s,




(iv) For all x; y∈P; x
y i7 for every increasing sequence (xn) in P,
y  ⊔xn ⇒ (∃n)x  xn;
(v) For all x∈P; ↓↓ x is directed with supremum x i7 it contains an increasing
sequence with supremum x.
2.2. Models of spaces
Denition 2.11. A model of a space X is a continuous dcpo D together with a home-
omorphism  :X → max(D) where max(D) carries its relative Scott topology inherited
from D. If in addition the domain D is !-continuous, then (D;: X  max(D)) is
called a countably based model.
Lawson [10] proved that a certain subset of countably based models captured
exactly the Polish spaces. For a domain D, we say that the relative Scott and
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Lawson topologies on max(D) agree if ↑ x∩ max(D) is a Scott closed subset of
max(D), for each x∈D.
Theorem 2.12 (Lawson [10]). For a topological space X , the following are equivalent:
(i) The space X is Polish.
(ii) There is an !-continuous dcpo D whose relative Scott and Lawson topologies
on max(D) agree such that X  max(D).
Implicit in this result is the Grst proof that a Polish space could be modelled, but the
complexity of his construction does not lend much insight into why. This was provided
by Edalat and Heckmann in [5].
Example 2.13. A model for complete metric spaces. Given a metric space (X; d),
the formal ball model [5]
BX = X × [0;∞)
is a poset when ordered via
(x; r)  (y; s) ⇔ d(x; y)6 r − s:
The approximation relation is characterized by
(x; r)
 (y; s) ⇔ d(x; y) ¡ r − s:
The poset BX is continuous. However, BX is a dcpo i9 the metric d is com-
plete. In addition, BX has a countable basis i9 X is a separable metric space. Finally,
max(BX )= {(x; 0): x∈X }X , so BX is a model of X:
This is the only model currently known for complete metric spaces. But it is decep-
tively elegant: Only for Banach spaces can we understand what the elements of the
domain represent and how it is that they are ordered [5]. In the next section, we give
a new model for complete metric spaces, whose elements are closed sets, and whose
order is conceptually clearer.
3. A simple model for complete metric spaces
If one looks around topology for an obvious relationship between complete metric
spaces and domains, they usually Gnd only one: Cantor’s theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Cantor). In a complete metric space, the intersection of a decreasing
sequence of nonempty closed sets with diameters tending to zero is a single point.
We will use this observation as the basis for a model of complete metric spaces.
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Denition 3.2. In a metric space (X; d), the closed ball with center x and radius r is
[x; r] := {y ∈ X : d(x; y)6 r}
for r¿0: In addition, we set (x; r)= int[x; r]:
Denition 3.3. For a complete metric space (X; d) with dense subset M and a constant
0¡c¡1, we deGne a partially ordered set
Mc(X ) := {[x; r]: 0 ¡ r ∈ Q & x ∈ M} ∪ {[x; 0]: x ∈ X }
given by
[x; r]  [y; s] ⇔ ([y; s] ⊆ (x; r) & [y; s]6 c · [x; r]) or ([x; r] = [y; s]);
where  :Mc(X )→ [0;∞)∗ given by [x; r] = diam[x; r] is the restriction to Mc(X ) of
the diameter mapping induced by d.
Lemma 3.4. Mc(X ) is a dcpo in which each directed set contains an increasing
sequence with the same supremum.
Proof. First, Mc(X ) is a poset. Let (xn) be an increasing sequence in Mc(X ). If this
sequence is Gnite, there is nothing to prove. On the other hand, if it contains an inGnite
number of distinct elements, then we may assume that
(∀n¿ 1)xn+1 ⊆ int xn & xn 6 c(n−1) · x1:
By Cantor’s theorem,






It is now clear that
⊔
xn= [x; 0]: Finally, the mapping  :Mc(X )→ [0;∞)∗ is strictly
monotone, so appealing to Theorem 2.10 Gnishes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. The elements x of Mc(X ) with x ¿ 0 are compact.
Proof. Let x⊔ xn. Then we may assume xn→ 0. As before, ⊔ xn= [p; 0], so
p∈ int x:
Theorem 3.6. For a complete metric space (X; d) with dense subset M and constant
0¡c¡1,
(i) Mc(X ) is an algebraic model of X .
(ii) If M is countable, Mc(X ) is !-continuous.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, Mc(X ) is an algebraic domain. Its maximal elements are given
by max(Mc(X ))= {[x; 0]: x∈X }: For the nontrivial direction, if [x; r]∈ max(Mc(X )),
then [x; r] [x; 0]. Hence [x; r] = [x; 0].
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To Gnish, we prove that the bijection  :X → max(Mc(X )) given by (x)= [x; 0] is
a homeomorphism. First, for x∈Mc(X ) with x¿0,
−1(↑ x ∩max(Mc(X ))) = int(x);
which proves that  is continuous. To see that  is open, X has a basis of sets given
by {int(x): x∈Mc(X ) & x¿0}. For these sets we have
(int(x)) =↑ x ∩max(Mc(X ));
which establishes that  is a homeomorphism. This proves (i).
Corollary 3.7. Every Polish space has a countably based model.
4. The converse for countably based domains
In the last section, we saw that every Polish space has a countably based model.
We now prove the converse: Any regular space with a countably based model must
be Polish.
Denition 4.1. Let (X; ) be a space and ∗= {(U; x): x∈U ∈ }. (X; ) is Choquet
complete if there is a sequence (an)n¿1 of functions
an : n∗ → 
such that
(i) For each ((U1; x1); : : : ; (Un; xn))∈ dom(an),
xn ∈ an((U1; x1); : : : ; (Un; xn)) ⊆ Un
and




By deGnition, the function an maps nonempty open sets to nonempty open sets.
Choquet complete spaces possess abstract notions of the two fundamentals of compu-
tation: (i) approximation and (ii) completeness.
Theorem 4.2. We have the following standard facts:
(i) A Choquet complete space is Baire.
(ii) A locally compact Hausdor7 space is Choquet complete.
(iii) A metric space is Choquet complete i7 it is completely metrizable.
(iv) A G subset of a Choquet complete space is Choquet complete.
A proof of (iv) appears in [7], while the others are all due to Choquet 2.
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Theorem 4.3. The Scott topology on a domain is Choquet complete.
Proof. We deGne the approximation scheme
a : {(U; x): x ∈ U ∈ D} → D
as follows: Given a Scott open set U and a point x∈U , there is b∈U with b
 x.
By interpolation, there is z with b
 z
 x: Set a(U; x)= ↑↑ z and note that
x ∈ a(U; x) = ↑↑z ⊆↑ b ⊆ U:
In this way, we have deGned a so that for all (U; x) ∈ dom(a), there is an element
b∈D with x ∈ a(U; x)⊆↑ b⊆U:
Finally, given (Un; xn) ∈ dom(a) with Un+1⊆ a(Un; xn)⊆Un, for all n¿1, we im-





↑ bn =↑ (
⊔
bn) = ∅;
which is nonempty by directed completeness.
Setting an((U1; x1); : : : ; (Un; xn))= a(Un; xn) Gnishes the proof.
Lemma 4.4. If the space of maximal elements in an !-continuous dcpo D is regular,





Proof. Let B be a countable basis for the !-continuous dcpo D. DeGne
I = {(a; b) ∈ B2: Cl(↑↑b) ∩max(D) ⊆ ↑↑a ∩max(D)}:
This set is nonempty by the regularity of max(D) and countable since I ⊆B2. For
(a; b)∈ I , deGne a Scott open set by
Uab := (D\Cl(↑↑b)) ∪ ↑↑a:





That all maximal elements are contained in this intersection is trivial. Now let x∈⋂Uab
and choose y∈ max(D) with xy: If a∈B∩↓↓y, then by regularity of max(D), there
is b∈B∩↓↓y with
y ∈ Cl(↑↑b) ∩max(D) ⊆ ↑↑a ∩max(D):
Because x∈Uab and x∈↓y⊆Cl(↑↑ b), we must have x∈↑↑ a: This proves that
B∩↓↓y⊆↓↓ x which gives y x. Therefore, x∈ max(D).
As a corollary, we obtain a much simpler proof of a result given by Lawson in [10].
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Corollary 4.5. If D is an !-continuous dcpo whose relative Scott and Lawson topolo-
gies agree on max(D), then max(D) is a G subset with respect to the Scott
topology.
Countably based Scott domains, FS-domains and in general domains with compact
Lawson topology are all examples covered by the last corollary. But notice: The model
constructed in the last section shows that any Polish space not zero dimensional has a
countably based model where Lawson’s condition is violated.
Theorem 4.6. The maximal elements of an !-continuous dcpo are regular i7 Polish.
Proof. Let D denote the !-continuous dcpo in question and set X = max(D). First,
X is separable metrizable by Urysohn’s Theorem. We must show that it is completely
metrizable.
By Lemma 4.4, X is a G subset of D. However, the Scott topology on D is Choquet
complete by Theorem 4.3, and so Theorem 4.2(iv) implies that X is Choquet complete.
By Theorem 4.2(iii), X is completely metrizable hence Polish.
Corollary 4.7. The regular spaces with countably based models are exactly the Polish
spaces.
This answers Edalat’s question at the object level.
Corollary 4.8. The analytic spaces with countably based models are the Polish spaces.
Thus, the best we can hope for is a model of Polish spaces and continuous mappings.
Luckily, this much is possible, and in fact, we can use bounded complete domains
to do so [3], which means that continuous maps on Polish spaces will have greatest
Scott continuous extensions.
In addition, the countably based model problem for zero-dimensional spaces is
now solved.
Corollary 4.9. A zero-dimensional space has a countably based model i7 it is Polish.
Proof. Any space with a model is T1 and a zero-dimensional T1 space is always
regular.
Finally, an elementary proof of Lawson’s theorem.
Corollary 4.10. A space is Polish i7 it is homeomorphic to the maximal elements
of a countably based domain whose relative Scott and Lawson topologies agree at
the top.
Proof. Any space with such a model must be Polish by Corollary 4.7. For the converse,
we simply use the formal ball model.
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5. The probabilistic powerdomain
All deGnitions in this section are identical to those given in [4]. We try to be brief
for the sake of space.
Denition 5.1. The probabilistic powerdomain of a domain D is the set PD of all
continuous valuations in the pointwise order. The normalized probabilistic power-
domain is the subdomain P1D := { ∈ PD: (D)= 1} of PD:
Notice that max(P1D)= max(PD):
Denition 5.2. The space of normalized measures on a space X in their weak topology
is denoted M1X:
Let X be a separable metric space embedded s :X →D as a G subset of an
!-continuous dcpo D. In [4], Edalat gave the relationship between M1X and the max-
imal elements of PD: The map e :M1X →P1D by e()=  ◦ s−1 takes normalized
measures to maximal elements of P1D and is itself a topological embedding.
Theorem 5.3 (Edalat [4]). Let X be a G subset of an !-continuous dcpo D which is
regular in its relative Scott topology. Then e :M1X → max(P1D) is a homeomorphism
onto its image.
First, notice that X must be a subset of max(D), which is the case with any upper
set that is T1 in its relative topology. Second, using the argument of Theorem 4.6, we
see that X must be Polish. Finally, we have the following important consequence.
Corollary 5.4. Let D be an !-continuous dcpo with X = max(D) regular in its relative
Scott topology. Then M1X  e(M1X )⊆ max(P1D).
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, X is a G subset of D, now Theorem 5.3 applies.
Thus, if a metric space has a countably based model, then its normalized probabilistic
powerdomain provides a countably based model for the normalized Borel measures on
the space in their weak topology.
6. The hierarchy for countably based models
We close by establishing the hierarchy for countably based models.
Denition 6.1. A monotone map  :D→E between domains induces the Scott topol-
ogy near X ⊆D if for all x ∈ X and all Scott open sets U ⊆D,
x ∈ U ⇒ (∃% ∈ E) x ∈ %(x) ⊆ U;
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where %(x)= {y∈D: y x & %
 y}: We denote this → X : If X =D, we say 
induces the Scott topology on D.
Intuitively, the set %(x) contains the %-approximations of x. The deGnition of → X
has various formulations [11].
Lemma 6.2. Let  :D→E and & :E→F be monotone maps with → X and &→ Y .
If (X )⊆Y , then &→ X .
A special case of the formalism in DeGnition 6.1 is when E = [0;∞)∗. In this case
the Scott open sets in a domain can be compared to those in a metric space, where
the function  plays the role of the metric.
Denition 6.3. A measurement on a domain D is a Scott continuous map
 :D→ [0;∞)∗ with → ker  where ker = {x∈D: x=0}:
A simple introduction to measurement and its basic applications is given in [13],
where a proof of the following can be found.
Lemma 6.4 (Martin [11]). If  is a measurement on a domain D, then ker
⊆ max(D):
We deGne the following classes of countably based domains:
• T3 is the class of all !-continuous D with max(D) regular.
• T is the class of all !-continuous D with a measurement  such that ker
= max(D).
• T is the class of all !-continuous D where max(D) is a G subset of D.
• T1 is the class of all !-continuous D.
The main theorem of this section is that the classes of domains above form a hierarchy:
T3⊆T⊆T ⊆T1. All inclusions are obvious except the Grst. To prove this, we need
a lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let X be a countable set. Then there is a Scott continuous map
 :P(X )→ [0;∞)∗ which induces the Scott topology on PX with ker = {X }.
Proof. If X is Gnite, then set x= |X | − |x|: Otherwise, X =N without loss of gener-






A proof of this last fact can be found in the second chapter of [11].
Thus, by Lemma 6.2, if & :D→PX induces the Scott topology on some set, so does
|&| :D→ [0;∞)∗, where | · | :PX → [0;∞)∗ is the map of Lemma 6.5.
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Theorem 6.6. Let D be an !-continuous dcpo with max(D) regular. Then there is a
measurement  :D→ [0;∞)∗ with ker = max(D):
Proof. Let B be a countable basis for D and once again let
I = {(a; b) ∈ B2: Cl(↑↑b) ∩max(D) ⊆ ↑↑a ∩max(D)}
be the countable index set used in Lemma 4.4. DeGne & :D→PI by
&(x) = {(a; b) ∈ I : x ∈ Uab};
where Uab=(D \Cl(↑↑ b))∪↑↑ a:
First we prove & is Scott continuous. This mapping is easily seen to be monotone.










where the Grst equality follows from the fact that the sets Uab are Scott open.
Now we prove that &→ max(D). Let x∈ max(D) and U ⊆D be a Scott open set
containing x. First we choose a∈B with x∈↑↑ a⊆U . By regularity of max(D), we
then choose b∈B with
x ∈ Cl(↑↑b) ∩max(D) ⊆ ↑↑a ∩max(D):
Then (a; b)∈ &x. Let %= {(a; b)}. We claim x∈ &%(x)⊆U:
First, % is Gnite and % &x, so %
 &x. This means x∈ &%(x). For any other y∈ &%(x);
y x and %
 &y. Then y∈ (D\Cl(↑↑ b))∪↑↑ a. But since x∈Cl(↑↑ b) and y x,
y∈Cl(↑↑ b). Then we must have y∈↑↑ a⊆U: This proves x∈ &%(x)⊆U: Thus,
&→ max(D).
Finally, by Lemma 6.5, there is a measurement | · | :PI→ [0;∞)∗ with ker | · |= {I}.
Then the composition
D &→ PI |·|→ [0;∞)∗
is a measurement  :D→ [0;∞)∗ which induces the Scott topology on ker = max(D),
using Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 6.2.
Corollary 6.7. T3⊆T⊆T ⊆T1
The following example shows that T3 and T are not equal.
Example 6.8. Let
N∞1 = {xn: n¿ 0} ∪ {∞1} and N∞2 = {yn: n¿ 0} ∪ {∞2}
be copies of the domain N∞: DeGne a new domain
D = N∞1 ∪N∞2 ∪ {mn: n¿ 0}
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by requiring that the elements {mn: n¿0} all be maximal and that
(∀n¿ 0)xn; yn  mn:
Then  :D→ [0;∞)∗ given by
x =
{
1=2n if x = xn or x = yn;
0 otherwise;
is a measurement on the !-ideal domain D with → D and ker = max(D): In par-
ticular, max(D) is a G subset of D. However, max(D) is not even a Hausdor9 space:
The sequence (mn) converges to both ∞1 and ∞2.
The spaces modelled by objects in T can be understood in terms of ideal domains
[12]. Whether T=T or T =T1 is unknown and the author expects nontrivial.
7. Ideas
(i) Can the rationals Q be embedded as a closed subset of max(D) for D
!-continuous?
(ii) Is max(D) a G subset of D whenever D is !-continuous?
(iii) If a Polish space is embedded in an !-continuous dcpo, is it a G subset of the
domain?
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